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This intimate, shocking—and thoroughly unauthorized—portrait of the Hiltons chronicles the
family’s amazing odyssey from poverty and obscurity to glory and glamour.From Conrad Hilton,
the eccentric “innkeeper to the world” who built a global empire beginning with a fleabag in a
dusty Texas backwater, to Paris Hilton, his great-granddaughter, whose fame took off with a sex
video, House of Hilton is the unauthorized, eye-popping portrait of one of America’s most
outrageous dynasties.If you want to know how Paris Hilton became who she is, you have to
know where she came from. From scores of candid and exclusive interviews, from private
documents and public records, New York Times bestselling author Jerry Oppenheimer has dug
deeply into her paternal and maternal family roots to reveal the often shocking, tragic, and comic
lives that helped shape the world’s most famous and fabulous “celebutante.”The cast of
characters includes Paris’s maternal grandmother, a materialistic “stage mother from hell.” There
is Paris’s maternal grandfather, who became an alcoholic housepainter. The life of Paris’s
mother, Kathy Hilton, groomed by her mother to be a star and marry rich, is candidly revealed,
too, as is that of Paris’s father, Rick, Conrad’s grandson.Paris’s tabloid antics are truly in the
Hilton tradition. Set against a glittery Hollywood backdrop—with appearances by stars like
Elizabeth Taylor, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Natalie Wood, and Joan Collins—House of Hilton brings to
light a cornucopia of closely held Hilton family secrets and sexual peccadilloes, such as the
many affairs and the nightclub-brawling, boozing, and pill-popping life of Paris’s great-uncle,
Nick Hilton. The story of his hellish marriage to Liz Taylor alone rivals any of today’s Hollywood
breakups.Behind it all was Conrad Hilton, who built his worldwide empire through the Great
Depression while others were jumping out of windows. A devout Catholic publicly, his personal
life was that of an unrepentant sinner. His first marriage was to Mary Barron Hilton, a sexy, hard-
drinking, gambling Kentucky teenager half Conrad’s age. Wife number two was the gorgeous
Zsa Zsa, who, like Paris, was famous for being famous. Their tumultuous marriage and headline-
making divorce are revealed here in all their juicy glory.In all, House of Hilton is a gripping
American saga, from the fire and passions that built a business empire to the debauchery and
amorality passed on from one generation to the next.
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HILTON FAMILY TREEPROLOGUEThere she is, standing tall beside the man.From her four-
inch stilettos, to her black thigh-high stockings, to the black garter belt and the itsy-bitsy, teenie-
weenie Frederick’s of Hollywood–style leopard-skin-print bikini barely covering her ass, to the
matching leopard-skin-print push-up bra, to the sheer fingerless gloves, with the red, red nails of
her right hand perfectly perched on her well-trained arched hip, and with her belly button
tantalizingly beaming front and center, here is Paris Hilton, posing for the gazillionth time in all of
her exhibitionistic glory.As usual, the supervixen great-granddaughter of the late hotel magnate
Conrad Hilton is pouting, preening, and letting it all hang out—not for a video camera recording
a sex romp with a boy toy but rather for a swarm of photographers, including a female shooter for
the usually staid New York Times, whose caption in the Sunday Styles section a week later
declared, “Double Exposure.” In just a finger snap, interest in Paris had veered from the
“Enquiring Minds Want to Know” supermarket tabloid rabble to the “All the News That’s Fit to
Print” Upper East Side set.And the man with whom Paris is cuddling? Hef.There she is at the
Playboy Mansion, the same place her maternal grandmother once partied, and where Paris’s
mother, Kathy Hilton, was a regular in the late ’70s, and where Paris’s Hollywood playboy
paternal great-uncle, Nick Hilton, went in the late ’50s to get some Bunny tail early in his second
marriage (after Elizabeth Taylor). Following in her forebears’ party-hearty footsteps, Paris, too, is
a frequent frolicker at the Mansion, and in April 2006, she is a very special guest. For Hugh
Hefner is celebrating his eightieth birthday, and Paris is there to sing “Happy Birthday” to him, on
the eve of the launch of her latest incarnation—as a recording artiste. Through the latter part of
2005, Paris had been laying down tracks for her first CD, which she was supremely confident
would go platinum overnight. As her producer (and occasional date who reportedly gifted her
with a Bentley), Scott Storch, a thirty-two-year-old music veteran with a slew of rapper hits,
predicted in early 2006, “Paris’s album is going to take everyone by surprise.” But he fudged on
whether Paris could actually sing. “If people are given the right circumstances, and the right
track, and the right melody, it’s about the conviction. It’s not necessarily about being a God-given
virtuoso.” (By mid-year, though, he seemed to have soured on Paris’s managers, claiming that
they “smacked me in the face and disrespected me” because one of his tunes reportedly wasn’t
chosen as the first single from her CD.) Paris, meanwhile, gave her music two thumbs up. “I, like,
cry when I listen to it, it’s so good.”Even if she couldn’t sing a note, her infamy catapulted her



onto the charts. It had with every other of her many endeavors. The girl was an earner, no
question.When Paris sees the cameras aimed at Hef, she hustles over to have her picture taken
with him—she can never get enough of getting her picture taken. And he naturally pulls her close
against him—twentysomething girls (and younger) were always Hef’s thing. Seeing the media
closing in, Paris exclaims for all to hear, “Wow, Hef, this party is hot!” Hef glances at Paris like he
has glanced at thousands of bimbos over the years and, in his courtly manner, responds with the
lame playboy line, “Now it is. You’re here.”At the stroke of midnight, when Hef officially turns
eighty, Paris grabs a mike, and with still and video cameras trained on her she makes a feeble
attempt to sing the birthday song, performing a gawky imitation of Marilyn Monroe’s famous
sultry rendition purred to President Kennedy in Madison Square Garden in 1962. Concluding her
weird performance (in which it appears she has forgotten the birthday boy’s name for a
moment), Paris exclaims: “I love you, Hef. You’re amazzzzing. You’re eighty, but you act like
you’re twenty, you look like you’re forty. You’re hot. Love you. Happy birthday.”SHAPELY
SIXTEEN-YEAR-OLD Lana Turner was licking an ice cream cone in a soda fountain across from
Hollywood High when she was discovered by the publisher of the Hollywood Reporter. Ava
Gardner was spotted at eighteen by an MGM errand clerk who was knocked out by her picture in
the window of her brother-in-law’s New York City photography studio. Twenty-one-year-old
Paris’s chance came after she and Rick Salomon, a well-endowed boyfriend a dozen years her
senior (and the estranged husband of wildcat Beverly Hills 90210 actress Shannen Doherty),
performed sex acts in May 2001 in front of a video camera.By the summer of 2002, the sleazy
twenty-seven-minute homemade porno had been procured by an adult films distributor, and four
minutes of the grainy movie landed on the Internet and was seen, downloaded, and either joked
about or masturbated to around the world. With a click of a mouse, Paris had become
internationally famous and infamous. Practically overnight, 1 Night in Paris had outsold the video
of Gone With the Wind.Paris’s parents went ballistic, or so it appeared.“The Hilton family is
greatly saddened at how low human beings will stoop to exploit their daughter Paris, who is
sweet-natured, for their own self-promotion as well as profit motives,” according to a prepared
statement released to the world press. “Paris is working very hard on her career. The release of a
private tape between a younger girl and an older boyfriend is more than upsetting. Anyone in any
way involved in this video is guilty of criminal activity, and will be vigorously prosecuted.” (There
were lawsuits and counter-lawsuits, and in the end, Paris reportedly got a mid-six-figure piece of
the video’s financial action. Paris, however, denied ever receiving one red cent.) In July 2006,
Paris actually contradicted the supposed anger her parents had about the video. She told
Britain’s upscale Guardian newspaper that she wasn’t afraid of Kathy and Rick Hilton’s response
to her X-rated starring role, acknowledged that “my mom heard about it [being released] before I
did,” and suggested they were supportive of her. “Well, they know I didn’t do anything wrong. It’s
something everybody does, but it doesn’t happen to everyone that a person actually shows it to
other people.” And she hadn’t softened about her costar, calling him “a pig. He’s disgusting…. I
really loved him and I was a stupid little girl. So I’ve learned a lot from my mistakes.” One of those



lessons, she noted, was, “Don’t ever trust anyone again like that, move on, and just forget about
it.”)The publicity growing out of the titillating video was a monetary boon for Paris. Suddenly, she
possessed an aggressive management team that included numbers crunchers, marketing
experts, branding geniuses, shrewd New York literary agents, cutthroat Hollywood film and TV
talent agents, and high-priced lawyers negotiating a portfolio of lucrative deals for her. Her savvy
suits got her major product endorsements, including a 2005 too-pornographic-and-too-hot-for-
TV spot showing her in a skintight swimsuit soaping up a Bentley and crawling all over it before
taking a big bite out of a juicy chunk of Carl’s Jr.’s new Spicy Burger. The commercial was called
“soft-core porn” by the conservative Parents Television Council. However, before the spot was
pulled, Spicy Burger demand soared.Her marketing geniuses and agents provocateurs secured
for her a hugely successful jewelry line on Ebook Tops, as well as bankable fragrance and
makeup products. Then there was the nightclub chain—the first Club Paris opened in beautiful
downtown Orlando, Florida, the home of Disney World. The nightspot seemed to appeal to the
town’s tourist trade and the simple-life blue-collar locals, although it featured “a decadent VIP
section” that included “a cozy boudoir area perfect for intimate encounters.” But there also were
the well-advertised specials—the three-dollar Corona beers, the five-dollar Jagerbombs, and
sometimes “special Virgin drinks” for the thirteen- to seventeen-year-old set. In April of 2006,
Paris’s club promoted a three-day “School’s OUT!” party. “Princess Paris knows how hard you’ve
been studying and thinks you’re definitely worth an A+” went the promotional material. “Since
you’re on Paris’s honor roll you will be rewarded for being such a good student.”Paris, however,
never made an honor roll, bounced from school to school, and, as one Hilton family insider
notes, was lucky to get out of high school.Nevertheless, Paris hit the New York Times bestseller
list with her Confessions of an Heiress, and even her dog, Tinkerbell, got a book deal, The
Tinkerbell Hilton Diaries. A third book with Paris’s name on it, The Heiress Diary: Confess It All to
Me—for young Britneys, Jennifers, and Megans to write in their innermost thoughts—was a rare
dud.Confessions, according to a member of Paris’s team, was conceived to counter the
negativity from parents regarding Paris’s sex tape, plus the bet was her book, written by an
actual writer, would register big sales for doing nothing but allowing her name and face to
appear on the jacket. “With the book, we wanted the world to think of her as a role model for
young girls,” says one of her marketers.Paris also became the costar of a much-criticized but hit
Fox TV (and later E! Entertainment Television) reality series, The Simple Life (which,
coincidentally, was based on a sitcom from the ’70s called Green Acres that starred Eva Gabor,
sister of Paris’s great-grandfather’s second wife, Zsa Zsa Gabor). A tabloid-fueled feud between
Paris and her costar and childhood friend, Nicole Richie, helped the ratings, and secured Richie,
an admitted former drug user, a book deal and appearances on the TV talk show
circuit.Meanwhile, Paris’s mother, Kathy, parlayed her daughter’s TV success into a reality show
of her own, NBC’s I Want to Be a Hilton, which received poor reviews. The Hollywood Reporter’s
online critic observed, “When I was a kid, people wanted to be an Oscar Mayer Weiner. Now
they want to be a Hilton. Or so we’re told. Not that the two are so very different, actually. You



don’t want to know what’s really inside either one—and both tend to hide behind their buns…. I
Want to Be a Hilton supplies further evidence of the decline and fall of Western civilization…”
The National Review took note of “the raw avarice displayed…. You’d need a strong stomach for
vulgarity to be able to stand all this for more than a few minutes.” Variety called Kathy Hilton’s
show “smirky.”Nevertheless, Kathy was the chutzpah behind much of Paris’s success, pushing
her relentlessly into the celebrity spotlight. Along with her, Paris consulted with her father, Rick,
on all her business deals. As a family insider asserts, “They are proud of everything she has
done—even the video.” Paris’s grandfather, Barron Hilton, Rick’s father, had taken to telling
colleagues, “Good for her! She’s the only one in that family making so much money.”With TV on
her exploding résumé, Paris began making films—severely panned films, but films nonetheless
—aimed at her prime demographic, pubescent teens; a director with a sense of irony in India
even considered casting her in the role of Mother Teresa in a biopic of the beloved saint. For
Paris’s part in the 2005 feature House of Wax, she even won an award—a Razzie for “Worst
Supporting Actress.” Critics gloatingly took after her. Joanne Kauffman, writing in the Wall Street
Journal, noted, “For the record, [Hilton] looks great in her red bra and matching thong. For the
record, that’s the most significant of her contributions.” Nevertheless, Paris began to consider
herself a movie star and showed up at the twenty-fifth annual Sundance Film Festival, infuriating
its founder, Robert Redford, who suggested that celebrities like Paris were giving the event a
bad name. “To the outside world, it’s a big fat market where you have people like Paris Hilton
going to parties,” he said. “Now, she doesn’t have anything to do with anything. I think the festival
is close to being out of control.”With all of it, the cash started rolling in. In 2005 alone, Paris had
banked as much as $20 million through her corporate entity, Paris Hilton Entertainment—all for
just being famous for being famous.Like her hotel magnate great-grandfather, a visionary who
turned a fleabag hotel in a dirtbag Texas town into an international empire, Paris had the Midas
touch, putting her mark on every conceivable kind of merchandise. In July 2004, the U.S.
Commissioner of Trademarks received from Paris’s Hollywood lawyers a drawing of a tiara with a
fancy letter “P” on the crown, which she wanted as her trademark. Her business people
imagined the tiara appearing on every form of goods and services from gymnastic and sporting
articles to footwear, headwear, rubber stamps, decals, imitation leather goods, hair preparations,
soaps, even kitchen utensils. Paris also hoped to trademark her most uttered two words—“That’s
hot!”—as exclusively her own. (By spring 2006, though, she announced on a TV talk show that
she had dropped “That’s hot” in favor of “That’s sexy.”)Paris Hilton was no longer being viewed
as just a party girl who had no interest in the family’s hotel business. It was clear that this Hilton
was a party girl with blond ambition, and naked greed. She had become big-time, generating as
much as $200,000 to appear at a party or charity event for just a few minutes; and if she had a
yen to fly to Japan to attend a bash, she’d get even more. In Vienna, she is said to have received
$1 million to make a showing. “All I had to do,” boasted Paris, “was wave like this.” (She did an
imitation of Queen Elizabeth II greeting the populace.)She had become—Paris Inc.Her amazing
success even helped the bottom line of the Hilton Hotel Corporation. When her name became a



household word, the hotels saw a more than 30 percent spike, which made Barron Hilton quite
happy. Says a close associate: “Barron’s horrified by all of Paris’s vice and her shenanigans, but
says, ‘It’s good publicity for the company; she’s getting the Hilton name out there.’”Her fame and
infamy knew no bounds. She was named one of the “10 Most Fascinating People of 2004” in a
Barbara Walters TV special that drew an audience of sixteen million. She was honored as one of
Rolling Stone’s ten top celebrities that same year. The magazine observed, “We have no idea
where this girl is going, but we have the strangest feeling we are going there with her.”At the
same time, Paris became the target of ongoing intense criticism as her fame skyrocketed. Andy
Warhol’s colleague, the writer Bob Colacello, ventured, “If she is the ultimate idol of a civilization
that worships celebrity in and of itself, no matter how attained, then bring on the barbarians.”
Across the pond, where she had become a boldface name, the British actor Stephen Fry
denounced Paris for having “a huge amount of greed and desire.” One gossip writer, Lloyd
Grove, filled an entire page of the New York Daily News with an angry denouncement, declaring
that Paris had waged a “terrifying campaign for world domination.” Grove resolved never to
mention the name “Paris Hilton” in print again. Ever.Meanwhile, Paris seemed on the brink of
reinvention. She claimed that her porn video and party-girl shenanigans aside, she wasn’t really
a slut as the media portrayed her. “I’m not a sexual person,” she maintained. “I really don’t care
about sex.” She declared she was seeking responsibility and credibility by becoming a mother
and having “three kids.” Asked by Barbara Walters if she had a husband in mind to father them,
Paris glibly responded, “I’ll find one.”Subsequently, Paris announced she wanted to model her
life on another publicity-mad, egomaniacal empire builder and TV reality show star, Donald
Trump (whose modeling agency gave her one of her first catwalk gigs). Paris was called “the
Donald Trump of the younger generation,” and Trump, a friend of Paris’s parents, respects her
chutzpah and moneymaking abilities.“Paris, in many ways, has done very well,” he observes.
“People like to knock her and criticize her for some of the things [she’s done], but in many
respects, Paris has done very well.”WHILE PARIS HOLDS TITLE to the Hilton name, she is not
the hotel empire “heiress” who will inherit tens, if not hundreds, of millions of dollars, as has so
often been reported. “One of the reasons she’s working her tush off,” asserts a Hilton family
insider, “is because there’s not going to be a big inheritance. She’ll never be on the welfare line,
but she’s not a trust fund baby, either.”When Paris’s paternal grandmother, Marilyn Hawley
Hilton, died in 1999, she is said to have left some $60 million to be divided up among her eight
children, one of whom is Paris’s father, a Beverly Hills realtor and one of the executive producers
of I Want to Be a Hilton. But that’s about all the money that is forthcoming.“Her grandfather,
Barron, has a certain amount of independent wealth, but the huge dollar amounts are already
owned by the Hilton Foundation,” says an attorney with first-hand knowledge of the Hilton
fortune. “There’s no more for Paris.” Paris, however, claims she “avoided” the family business
“because I wouldn’t just want to be given something.”So it did not come as a surprise to anyone
in the Hilton inner circle that Paris was out and about trying to make her own bundle, to become
her own corporate entity, and to corral a rich husband—two well-publicized contenders were



young Greek shipping heirs Paris Latsis and Stavros Niarchos III.Paris’s parents were said to
have been praying for one of those mergers to happen so there could be really big money in
their immediate family. But the Latsises reportedly snubbed Rick and Kathy Hilton when they
arrived in Greece to bond, and the engagement, announced by Kathy Hilton, was called off. As
one cynical observer noted, Rick and Kathy “flew halfway around the world to be humiliated.”
The Latsis family felt that Paris was nothing more than “a promiscuous innkeeper’s daughter.”
The word was that Paris Latsis vetoed a marriage to Paris Hilton on direct orders from his
parents, and that Paris was livid.Later, Kathy Hilton was overheard in a tony Hamptons
restaurant rationalizing that the Latsis kid was just lazy and spoiled—a young man who didn’t
have the kind of motivation Paris possessed to make a name for himself. Paris’s much-
ballyhooed relationship with Stavros also hit a brick wall and ended.Paris told the New York
Times, which devoted a third of the Arts page to her in May 2005, “I’m glad I got the partying out
of my system when I was young, because now I’m so over it and I can focus on my career. Now
I’m trying to build an empire.”Speaking in the same vein to TV Guide around the same time
about her success, she said, “This doesn’t just happen. I mean I work. I’m a good person. I have
good ideas and I’m smart and I’m a good businesswoman.”Her perception of herself, however,
differs from how members of her management team view her, especially about the work part. As
one close observer succinctly put it, “Work is not Paris’s forte, but she’s really kind of serious
about all of it, and has amazing acumen. She’s bright about three things—money, men, and how
to get attention—and those are the only things she really cares about; she’s basically classically
self-involved and narcissistic. She doesn’t speak in long sentences and words are not her game,
but she can be clever and funny, and oddly makes fun of herself.“I’ve spent an enormous
amount of time with her, and after she leaves a meeting I always find myself wondering, where
did this creature come from? What are the genetics happening here? Who’s responsible for
turning out a persona like Paris? Where’d she get her values and ethics and morals? What’s her
story?”CHAPTER 1Like many children of the rich and famous, Paris Hilton didn’t always get to
spend quality time with her parents, especially her mother. A socially ambitious young woman,
Kathleen Elizabeth Avanzino Richards Hilton, who had married into the celebrated Hilton Hotel
family, was often out and about. With little time on her hands for mothering, she was cavalier
about leaving her firstborn with the hired help or with relatives.This was made abundantly clear
to Patricia Skipworth Hilton, the first wife of Conrad Hilton’s third son, Eric. A Texas beauty who
had married into the Hilton family in her late teens, Pat, a mother of four, had become quite close
over the years to her sister-in-law and brother-in-law, Marilyn and Barron Hilton, parents of
Kathy’s husband, Rick. The second of Conrad’s three sons, Barron had succeeded the Hilton
patriarch as head of the international hotel empire. Pat adored Marilyn, a former cheerleader
who herself was a gorgeous teenage bride when she became part of the Hilton family. (The
Hilton men, from Conrad on down, were known for taking young’uns for their brides.)Whenever
Pat visited Los Angeles from her home in Houston, Marilyn insisted that she stay at their
spectacular estate. It was during one of those occasions, when Pat was “in the throes” of one of



her many divorce actions in what was a hellish marriage to Eric Hilton—hellish marriages not
being an oddity in the Hilton dynasty—that she observed new mother Kathy Hilton in action.“I
was there talking with Marilyn when here comes Kathy with Paris, who was nine months old and
a great big, fat, pretty baby,” Pat Hilton says in her Lone Star State drawl. “Kathy said, ‘Meet
Star’—she called Paris ‘Star’ from day one. ‘Would you like to hold her for a minute?’ That was
the last I saw Kathy that day. She took off until that evening. I wanted to kill her! She didn’t leave
any instructions on what time Paris had to be fed. There weren’t any diapers. She just left me in
the lurch.”Furious, Pat vented to Marilyn, who listened sympathetically and knowingly, and rolled
her eyes. “Marilyn said, laughing, ‘Well, I guess you’re it for the day. Kathy does this all the time.
She just wants to go out. And she knew you’d take care of the kid.’”When Kathy finally
reappeared at day’s end, Pat confronted her. “How dare you do this to me?” According to Pat,
“Kathy’s only reply was, ‘Oh, I had to be somewhere. I didn’t think you’d mind.’ I warned her,
‘Never, ever do this to me again!’ But it didn’t bother her at all. Kathy Hilton’s very selfish and
very spoiled and very self-centered, and that absolutely carries through to Paris.”When Rick and
Kathy Hilton traveled and deigned to bring Paris along, they naturally stayed in Hilton hotels,
where they demanded special services, including babysitting care for their daughter, despite the
fact that Barron Hilton had a strict rule barring Hiltons from getting special treatment or favorable
room rates.“When they were in New York, and Paris was just an infant, Kathy and Rick would get
one of the women from housekeeping at the New York Hilton to babysit for them,” states a Hilton
Hotels insider. “They would leave Paris on Friday and not come back for her until late Sunday. It
was a known fact that Kathy and Rick liked to party, and when Kathy was a young mother she
had no qualms about flaunting the Hilton name and taking advantage of it. She’d let it be known
that Rick was going to be ‘the next Mr. Hilton,’ so hotel executives were afraid to argue with her.
None of Barron’s [eight] kids were getting a free ride. The only one who ever took advantage was
Kathy.”Kathy and Rick were prone to show up out of the blue without reservations at a Hilton
hotel on a busy weekend and demand the best suite in the house, fine wine and food, and
babysitting for Paris. One of their targets was the Hilton in Parsippany, New Jersey, which had a
four-star restaurant and a hip discotheque. The hotel also housed a number of lavishly furnished
suites leased by big corporations.When Paris was just a toddler, Rick and Kathy appeared on a
busy Friday with her in tow along with their two small dogs (which weren’t permitted in the hotel
unless they were Seeing Eye dogs). Though the hotel was fully booked, they made it clear they
were Hiltons and wanted VIP treatment—the best suite, complimentary food, and a babysitter
because Paris’s parents wanted to spend the night boogying in the disco. The manager, who
didn’t want to get in hot water with members of the ruling family, broke the ironclad no-special-
treatment rule and put them in a suite, vacant for the weekend, that was leased by the
pharmaceutical company Warner-Lambert.“I thought, ‘What the hell, they’re going to leave on
Sunday so it will work out,’” he says. “But no sooner do I get back to my office, I get a call from
Rick Hilton who says, ‘It’s customary that we get a welcoming amenity.’ I told him, ‘Oh,
absolutely.’ Then he says, ‘We like a nice California red wine and something white, and my wife



likes seafood.’ And then he demanded a babysitter. I had to convince the hotel’s elderly German
seamstress to do the sitting.”The manager felt relieved when the Hiltons checked out Sunday
night, because Warner-Lambert people were coming in the next morning. But then he got a call
to return to the hotel posthaste because there was a major crisis.“I go up to the suite the Hiltons
were using, and there’s dog shit and dog piss all over the place—I mean everywhere. They didn’t
walk their dogs for the entire weekend. It was a real nightmare. We ended up having
housekeeping do a detailed, deep cleaning. After all that, I never heard a word from Rick or
Kathy Hilton—never got a thank-you, nothing. But that’s where their mind-set is. They act like the
imperial court.”Kathy and Rick also threw their weight around at the Las Vegas Hilton, another
place where they liked to party, and where Paris was spotted as a little girl wearing mascara and
eyeliner painted on by her mother. (By then, Kathy was booking Paris into charity event fashion
shows.) The Hiltons, including Paris and her sister, Nicky, quickly earned a reputation at the Sin
City Hilton for “arrogance, threats, and intimidation,” according to a number of present and
former employees, such as Margaret Mary (Peggy) Cusack Yakovlev, who also served as a
personal assistant to Eric Hilton and his second wife, Bibi.“Kathy and Rick and the girls looked
down their noses at the help and were very judgmental,” states Yakovlev. “Paris and Nicky were
running loose in the hotel, were always trouble, and the mother always seemed to be coaching
them.” She notes that the Hilton sisters usually were accompanied by hired help who looked like
they were treated despicably.When Paris and Nicky informed hotel employees who they were,
the workers ran the other way. The philosophy was—if you run into Rick and Kathy or their
daughters, just keep your head down and your mouth shut. “Kathy was absolutely pushy,
arrogant, condescending, and presumptuous, and Paris picked that up from her,” observes
Yakovlev. “The spotlight always had to be on Kathy. It was always, ‘Do you know who we are?’
‘Do you know who I am?’ Rick was usually like a bump on a log. He had a look on his face like he
was taking a bowel movement.”However, Yakovlev remembers an incident in which Paris’s father
was shockingly outspoken. It happened some weeks after Kathy Hilton gave birth to one of their
two sons, Conrad and Barron. Rick Hilton was smoking a celebratory cigar outside the main
entrance of the Las Vegas Hilton’s crowded celebrity showroom. Yakovlev, who was standing
nearby, overheard another Hilton employee congratulating the proud father on having such a
large and handsome brood. “She asked him what he attributed it to,” says Yakovlev, “and he said,
loud enough for anyone to hear, ‘I like to fuck!’ Guests were passing by and heard it and looked
at him. I couldn’t believe it.” (Some detractors felt that Rick and Kathy did not measure up to the
proud Hilton name. One, who personally knew the family, even put his feelings into print. Taki
Theodoracopoulos, a controversial figure who wrote the “High Life” column for Britain’s
respected Spectator magazine, declared in a column that Kathy and Rick “are straight out of
The Beverly Hillbillies.” He claimed, “They eat hamburgers covered with ketchup washed down
with Chateau Latour.” He called Rick “a hick…as thick as they come,” and proclaimed that
neither Rick nor Kathy would ever “win the Parenting of the Year award.” Kathy and Rick also
were among former CBS newsman Bernard Goldberg’s 2005 diatribe 100 People Who are



Screwing Up America, for “raising the most vapid…twerp…maybe in the world.”)When Paris was
about twelve and still on the innocent side, she had pet ferrets that she carried in her Prada
purse. The cute little rodents accompanied her everywhere she went in the hotel, which caused
headaches for the Hilton managers, who were afraid to challenge her for fear of her mother’s
wrath.On one occasion, Yakovlev recalls, Paris and her sister showed up at the glitzy hotel
showroom where the big acts entertained audiences of thirteen hundred at each performance.
“The girls brought the ferrets in with them and Rick and Kathy didn’t care. They could not see
any further ahead than what their children wanted, while we were responsible for the safety of
the guests. We did not want those little rodents escaping and rubbing up against customers’
ankles.”One of the managers with gumption decided to confront the Hiltons. “You need to get
your girls and your rodents out of here,” he told the Hiltons. “They’re not coming in. I am not
allowing them.”Kathy Hilton put her hands on her hips and got in his face and said, “Well, their
grandfather [Barron] will certainly hear about this! Their grandfather is going to know from me
how you are treating his granddaughters.” The manager’s businesslike but emphatic response
was, “You go right ahead and tell him. This is a publicly traded company and I am doing my job. I
have a multitude of guests to worry about. You have to take the rodents elsewhere.”(There was
considerable chatter that as Paris got older she made use of facilities at other hotels in Las
Vegas where she demanded and received VIP treatment, just like her parents did. According to
an insider, Paris and her pals “used the saunas in one hotel to go to the bathroom in because
they were too lazy to get out of the sauna to use the actual bathroom facilities.” Paris’s purported
urination problems became public in 2005 when a blogger, and then the New York Post,
reported that “cleaning crews had to be brought in” at the opening of a Las Vegas club because
Paris was “not able to wait in line for the bathroom.” In early 2006, a Hawaiian taxi driver claimed
she was inebriated and had urinated in his cab. He threatened to use her DNA in a court
suit.)BEFORE RICK AND KATHY MOVED their brood to New York City in the ’90s, the Hiltons
lived in exclusive Bel-Air, in Los Angeles, where Paris and Nicky attended a strict coeducational
Roman Catholic school, St. Paul the Apostle, which went up to the eighth grade. The Hilton girls
were required to wear uniforms and were given a Catholic education in addition to the reading,
writing, and arithmetic. “It was more strict than a lot of schools,” says a parent of a student who
went there. “The principal was against having boy-girl parties until the graduation party.”Paris
graduated from St. Paul’s in June 1995, the only school from which she is believed to have ever
received a formal diploma. But because of her increasingly wild behavior she was not seen at
the eighth-grade parent-sponsored graduation party. She then went to Marymount High School
in Bel-Air, but she didn’t finish with her class.Nicky, two years younger than Paris, was friends
with another St. Paul’s student, Diana Tangalakis, the daughter of an attorney. By an odd
coincidence Diana’s mother, Gini Tangalakis, had worked years earlier as a secretary in Conrad
Hilton’s offices and had experienced some amusing episodes with the old flirt who came on to
her when she was twenty-one and engaged to be married and he was in his eighties.On a
number of occasions Diana Tangalakis was invited by Nicky to sleep over at the Hiltons’, and



that caused concern for her mother. “Back then Nicky was a very quiet girl, very polite and
sweet, but it was hard for her to be accepted by the kids—kids that age can be tough,” says Gini
Tangalakis. “Nicky wasn’t included in a lot because she was rich, because she had the Hilton
name—you know, she was the first kid to bring a cell phone to school, so all of that made it
difficult, and Paris already had a reputation at the school. She was off-the-wall even back then. I
always thought that Nicky seemed to be a little more on the ball.“When I would take my daughter
up to Rick and Kathy’s house to spend the night with Nicky, I always had to wonder—who’s in
charge here? Kathy and Rick were never around. There would be the housekeeper, who spoke
very little English. That didn’t ride well with me. I’d tell my daughter, ‘If you feel uncomfortable,
just call and we’ll come get you if something doesn’t seem right.’ I’d drive away thinking, is this
stupid of me or what?”As Tangalakis observes, “It didn’t appear to me that there was much
parental involvement.”When the Hiltons decided to move to New York, there was much talk
among the parents of St. Paul’s alumni. “The scuttlebutt was that Kathy wanted to expose her
girls to the social and nightlife world in Manhattan,” says Tangalakis. “She wanted her girls to be
in the limelight, and she certainly accomplished that.”BY THE TIME PARIS was in her midteens
and becoming the reigning princess of the gossip firmament, she suddenly vanished from New
York, where her family was ensconced in a thirtieth-floor penthouse at the exclusive Waldorf
Towers. The Towers is the residential arm of the Waldorf-Astoria, one of the world’s grande
dames of hotels. Conrad Hilton had bought the place with much hoopla in the late 1940s. Now,
several generations later, Paris Hilton was making all the headlines.Not since the 1950s, when
Paris’s Hollywood playboy great-uncle, Nick Hilton—Conrad’s firstborn, Elizabeth Taylor’s first
husband—was a constant boldface name in the columns for his narcissistic nights of broads,
boozing, and brawling, had there been a Hilton so publicly outrageous and wicked.At the time of
her disappearance, Paris, who bounced from school to school because of her grades, her
behavior, or both, was attending a hoity-toity private academy on Central Park West. While the
Dwight School, founded in 1872, boasted that its mission was to “develop each student’s unique
capabilities by integrating mind, body, and spirit,” rich-kid detractors from other fancy schools
joked that Dwight was an acronym for “Dumb White Idiots Getting High Together.”When the
whispering became a roar and questions about Paris’s curious evaporation reached Kathy
Hilton, she had a ready, albeit convoluted, explanation.“Well, you know what? She never got
friendly with anyone at Dwight. And Paris had a 3.8 average. She’s very, very smart…. We left
the school because we had a stalker…. It was the most frightening thing I’ve ever gone through,”
she explained in a piece in Vanity Fair that featured a full-page photo of Paris striking an
arresting pose—legs teasingly spread, wearing a crotch-baring mini and a see-through mesh
top for all the world’s stalkers to drool over.“It was so scary,” continued her mother of the stalker
situation. “…We pretended that we went here and there. We said, ‘Oh, she went off there,’ and
the truth is, we spent some time in London, at the London Hilton. We brought the tutor with
us.”She maintained that Paris graduated from high school “with homeschooling.”Curiously,
however, Kathy Hilton’s recitation of the circumstances surrounding Paris’s disappearance



differs substantially from the way Waldorf-Astoria management insiders remember it.The hotel
and the Towers, home over the decades to visiting presidents, potentates, and pretenders, have
the tightest security. The insiders claim that if there had been a stalker, they never were made
aware of him, and they would have been had he been a threat.As one executive who, along with
his father, had a long and storied history with the Hilton Hotel organization in New York, notes,
“There are absolutely no secrets if you live in a hotel, especially if it’s a Hilton Hotel and you’re a
Hilton. Employees are looking at the sheets and the underwear that go to the laundry every day.
They have a proclivity to gossip. They relish in trying to find out what are someone’s
peccadilloes. It’s like living in a fishbowl—your comings and goings are clocked. And if they’ve
got a bone to pick with someone—and Paris’s parents, especially Kathy Hilton, infuriated a lot of
Waldorf people with their imperious manner—they’ll make sure to bring them down.”According
to the hotelmen, Paris had hightailed it out of the Waldorf for a fling with a cute trucker with a big
rig whom she met while he was unloading goodies on the hotel’s loading dock. Paris apparently
wanted a taste of the simple life in the cozy cab of an eighteen-wheeler.“I don’t remember
anything about a stalker ever surfacing in the hotel at the time,” states Neal Schwartz, whose
family ran the valet concession for decades at the Waldorf on a handshake between Schwartz’s
Hungarian-born grandfather, Harry, and Conrad Hilton himself. (The two men had bonded after
Hilton scandalously married the Hungarian spitfire Zsa Zsa Gabor back in the 1940s. “Zsa Zsa
would go off into rants and rages in Hungarian which no one but my grandfather could
understand, so Conrad would say, ‘Harry, find out what the hell she wants and just quiet her
down.’ Mr. Hilton liked and trusted my grandfather and that’s how my family got the hotel valet
business.”)Schwartz scoffs at Kathy Hilton’s story about the stalker. “It sounds like something the
Hilton spin machine would put out,” he maintains. “Certainly there was no increase in security,
and I’m sure Paris’s grandfather [Barron Hilton, who ran the show at the time] would have made
sure they would have done that. But there was no change in security at the hotel or the Towers.
When Paris took off she had a bit of a wild-child reputation already.”Schwartz, whose family’s
company had offices at the New York Hilton and the Waldorf at the time of Paris’s departure, was
hearing about all the excitement from Waldorf managers who were sworn from talking publicly
about the hotels’ innermost secrets if they wanted to receive their pensions.“There was a big to-
do at the Waldorf—you know, how are we going to explain to Barron that we lost his grandkid?”
says Schwartz, who was not a Hilton employee and therefore not subject to any Hilton gag
order.At the same time, there were whispers within the tight-lipped, low-key Hilton family circle of
provocative and distressing behavior involving Paris and a group of young men, actions that had
gotten her into a jam at school. There was chatter of Paris’s sticky fingers, snatching everything
from a relative’s lingerie—“stupid things like panties,” says a Hilton family insider—to an
expensive car belonging to a girlfriend’s parents. “She took it and was driving all over New York
City. Of course, they hushed it up.”Whatever the reason for Paris’s disappearance—deranged
stalker, horny trucker, or some other shenanigans—one fact is crystal clear: Kathy Hilton
shipped Paris off to stay with her own mother—Paris’s maternal grandmother, Kathleen Mary



Dugan Avanzino Richards Catain Fenton, known as “big Kathy.” She lived in Palm Desert, part of
Palm Springs, the sizzling California desert Babylon for the rich, famous, and infamous.Kathy
Hilton, known as “little Kathy,” had high hopes that her mother—considered “a driven, ambitious
stage mother from hell”—could straighten out the wild child.Paris’s grandmother adored her,
called her my “Marilyn Monroe,” and pledged she’d one day be world-famous. When Paris was
still an adolescent big Kathy had tried to get her into modeling. At one point big Kathy called her
close friend Jane Hallaren, who had been in the runway business years earlier, to secure Paris a
catwalk slot at Eileen Ford’s famed agency. “Paris was thirteen, fourteen years old and she was
breathtaking, but she was kind of shy if you can believe it, and I didn’t think she had the
personality for it,” says Hallaren.“Paris was Kathleen’s first grandchild, and they had a very
special bond, and Kathleen thought she could take Paris under her wing, straighten her out, and
make things happen for her,” says Adele Avanzino, big Kathy’s first husband’s sister.“Little Kathy
sent Paris to live with her mom because Paris was totally out of control,” states Michele “Mickey”
Catain, the daughter of Paris’s grandmother’s third husband, Jack Catain, himself a real-life Tony
Soprano–style mobster.A young divorcée at the time, Mickey Catain had become like another
daughter to big Kathy and had partied with little Kathy before she married into the Hilton family. A
member of Kathy and Rick Hilton’s wedding, Catain had seen Paris when she was just a baby
and later when she was in her terrible twos. “She was gorgeous,” she says. “Her face was
incredible, like a porcelain doll.”But other than reading the burgeoning gossip about Paris’s
feverish frolics, Catain hadn’t seen her face-to-face for some years until she was invited by big
Kathy to visit her in the desert when the naughty teenager was under her jurisdiction. “I went and
stayed for a weekend, and Paris was such a snot,” Catain recalls vividly. “Even back then she
thought her shit didn’t stink. She was just a very spoiled girl.”However, Catain didn’t get the
impression that the change of environment had improved Paris’s behavior. “I hardly ever saw her
because she came into the house, changed her clothes, and disappeared again. She was
always with a group of girls and they’d all go out together, which cracked me up because that’s
exactly what her mother [Kathy Hilton] used to do when we partied together. It wasn’t New York
nightlife, but it was Palm Springs. Paris must have had the town going crazy!”After Kathy and
Rick Hilton placed Paris in the hands of her grandmother to be tamed, the concerned parents
took off for a much-needed breather from the stresses and strains of parenthood by going on a
cruise aboard another wealthy couple’s yacht. “They were gone for a long, long time,” says a
family insider. “And Mama [big Kathy] took care of Paris. And was that ever a trip!”While staying
with her grandmother, Paris was enrolled at the very fancy Palm Valley School in neighboring
Rancho Mirage, where she had a reputation as a flirt who cared little about her studies, though
she came prepared for algebra class in style, bearing a bejeweled calculator.There were other
schools on Paris’s journey through secondary education. For a couple of months, she attended
the Canterbury School in Connecticut, but was ejected when she left for a weekend without
permission. For a time, she had matriculated at the Buckley School in Sherman Oaks, California,
where her friends and classmates included Kimberly Stewart, the wild daughter of rocker Rod



Stewart, and Nicole Richie, the equally wild daughter of singer Lionel Richie. “I just remember at
Buckley all the guys loved her because, you know, we had to wear uniforms, like we had these
proper uniforms, and there’s a certain way you had to wear your skirt and everything, and I’d kind
of lift mine up and she’d lift hers up a little further and our skirts would be a little shorter than
everyone else’s and we always used to get in trouble for that,” recalled Stewart.Paris also
attended Professional Children’s School in Manhattan, and spent some time at a school for
troubled kids in Utah that featured behavior modification therapy. Because of her growing bad-
girl reputation, Paris was said to have been refused admittance to a private Catholic school in
New York. “Another family was considering enrolling their daughter but heard that Paris also was
applying,” maintains a knowledgeable source. “The parents threatened to send their daughter
elsewhere if Paris was admitted.”Paris claimed years later that she had been diagnosed as a
child with attention deficit disorder. As she got older, this led some to believe she was on drugs,
which she denied using.While big Kathy had serious concerns about her granddaughter’s
behavior, she was also extremely proud of Paris’s growing fame. In fact, it was in a Beverly Hills
condo owned by big Kathy where Paris struck the sexy pose for the Vanity Fair article in which
little Kathy told the stalker story. Big Kathy thought her grandbaby’s spread was fabulous.“Big
Kathy bragged about her and was so excited she was in the magazine,” notes Catain. “She was
looking at the layout and saying, ‘This is the vehicle to make Paris a star. She doesn’t realize how
much this is going to do for her. Her fame’s just starting to take off.’ I remember her telling me,
‘This is the turning point for Paris’s career, but we’re not going to tell her.’ She goes, ‘We’re not
going to let it go to her head.’ Like it wasn’t already there.”To her first husband’s brother, Ken
Avanzino, big Kathy predicted a most spectacular and grandiose future for her granddaughter.
“You watch,” she declared with the utmost confidence, “Paris is going to be bigger than Princess
Di.”And to Linda McKusker, a friend from her high school days, big Kathy, referring to her
granddaughter’s uninhibited ways, asserted, “Paris really isn’t like that”—that is, a poster child
for exhibitionism—“she’s just your sweet, average girl next door.” Years later, Paris attributed her
success to big Kathy.Meanwhile, big Kathy threw the blame for Paris’s bad-girl behavior on her
very own daughter, Kathy Hilton.“Big Kathy used to tell me, ‘My daughter does not know how to
be a mother. She’s a good businesswoman, she’s smart, she’s beautiful, but she’s not a good
mother,’” maintains Catain. “She said Kathy never paid attention to those kids, Paris and Nicky,
until they started to become famous. And that’s because she had her own agenda, and because
she’s a very self-centered, selfish lady, just interested in how much higher she could climb. Big
Kathy always said, ‘Kathy’s the worst mom.’”CHAPTER 2Before she bagged and tagged a scion
of the Hilton Hotel family at the age of twenty, before she gave birth to the It Girl of the New
Millennium, before she sold glitzy shmattes and art in her Sunset Boulevard boutique, before
she hawked overpriced tchotchkes on her QVC home shopping network show called Many
Splendid Things, and before she starred as the hostess of her own reality TV show,
appropriately titled I Want to Be a Hilton, blond and perky little Kathy was as desperate for fame
and fortune as would be her wild-child spawn.Pushed by big Kathy, and discovered before she



was two years old by a famous children’s photographer who was knocked out by this perfect little
creature’s blond, all-American look, little Kathy’s career was launched. But unlike her younger,
very pretty and more talented half-sisters, Kim and Kyle Richards—who had had enormous
success in TV sitcoms and movies in the ’70s and ’80s—Kathy never really made it and wasn’t
bankable.During her fifteen minutes, however, she modeled in print ads and appeared in some
three dozen TV commercials. By the age of thirteen she had made two appearances on her
sister Kim’s popular program, Nanny and the Professor, and got mostly one-shot gigs on such
network prime-time shows as Marcus Welby, M.D., Family Affair, Bewitched, The Rockford Files,
and Happy Days. She appeared in a CBS movie called Johnny Comes Home and had a chance
at a TV pilot, but it never got the green light. It was all downhill, career-wise, from there.Based on
her fancy-schmancy attitude teaching manners, style, and refinement to her supposed rube
contestants as mistress of ceremonies on the ill-conceived 2005 NBC reality flop I Want to Be a
Hilton—a program that had genuine Hiltons seeing red, and which Kathy herself famously
declared “fucking sucks”—one would have expected the fabulous Mrs. Hilton to have been
groomed at a proper finishing school, to have had matriculated at one of the elite Seven Sisters
colleges, and to have done the grand tour of Europe in style, entering polite society as a refined
debutante. After all, she had married into one of the planet’s wealthiest and most powerful
families.But, as it turns out, Kathy Hilton was not to the manor born.THE FUTURE KATHY
HILTON was groomed for the stardom that eluded her by the overbearing, determined, and very
outlandish big Kathy, who lived vicariously through her daughters’ ups and downs. A
materialistic diva, big Kathy was obsessed with accumulating money, diamonds, fancy cars,
expensive homes—and husbands to pay for it all.She was a mistress of manipulation who
dominated and controlled little Kathy’s and her sisters’ every professional and personal decision,
from the outfits they wore, to the jobs they took, to the men they dated and married. By the time
the future Kathy Hilton was thirteen, her mother had made her take singing lessons, dancing
lessons, guitar lessons, horseback riding lessons, swimming lessons, and ice skating lessons—
all salable talents on the résumés she sent to casting directors and producers, hoping to make
her daughter a star.“She talked to her daughters every day, probably three, four times a day,”
recounts a friend. “She loved sitting for an entire day on the phone with her dogs around her
dictating to her daughters. Even after little Kathy became a Hilton and was living like royalty in
New York she’d be calling her mom every day, and big Kathy would give her orders.”Big Kathy’s
constant mantra to little Kathy, her firstborn, and to her other daughters—and later to her
granddaughters, Paris and Nicky—was: Marry rich men and have lots of babies. And she made
certain they did just that. (Besides the Hilton whom Kathy lassoed, Kim Richards tied the knot for
a time with one of the sons of billionaire oilman and Hollywood mogul Marvin Davis and had two
children with him. Kyle for a time was wed to the scion of a wealthy foreigner and had a daughter
with him. Later, she married a well-to-do agent in Rick Hilton’s hugely successful Beverly Hills
real estate firm.)“My daughters are married to men who have a total net worth of $13 billion,” big
Kathy once bragged to her friend Linda McKusker, as if she were hawking an IPO. “Big Kathy,”



McKusker felt, “had visions of grandeur. She really did drive her kids hard.”Friends jokingly
compared big Kathy’s mind control over little Kathy and her sisters to that of twisted ’70s cult
leader Jim Jones—sans the killer Kool-Aid. But more on the mark, they likened her to that
famous-for-being-famous Hungarian hot mama Jolie Gabor, the Queen Mother who dictated
that her glamorous offspring—Zsa Zsa, Eva, and Magda—marry rich and famous and live the
high life draped in furs, diamonds, and rubies. (The drag queen RuPaul once described the
Gabor girls as “guts, glamour, and goulash.”) Zsa Zsa took her mother’s advice to heart when
she roped in and married the big kahuna himself, Conrad Hilton, the second of her many
husbands.BIG KATHY’S MAIDEN NAME was Dugan, and she never quite had much luck
marrying really rich. Avanzino, Richards, Catain, and Fenton are the surnames of the serial
bride’s four husbands.The first of her mostly horrific unions—essentially a shotgun wedding—
was to a bad boy named Larry Avanzino, an Italian-American, who had gotten the pretty Irish-
American Dugan girl pregnant in the backseat of her 1957 black Chevrolet convertible. The
unplanned bundle of joy conceived in that cramped vinyl and chrome General Motors love nest
would grow up to be none other than Kathy Hilton, Paris Hilton’s mother.The identity of Kathy
Hilton’s biological father and how her birth came about has been a long-held family secret. Says
an Avanzino relative, “It’s really made me angry that with all of Paris’s fame the real identity of her
[maternal] grandfather has been covered up. You only hear the name Hilton, never the name
Avanzino. I guess it just doesn’t have the same ring.”Big Kathy’s third husband was Jack Catain,
an organized crime figure, whom she is said to have married and divorced twice—turned on by
the big diamond he gave her and by his tough-guy persona. When little Kathy was about to
marry into the Hilton family, big Kathy split from the mafioso to avoid a scandal.In her pantheon
of husbands, number two, Ken Richards, and number four, Bob Fenton, were submissives to big
Kathy’s dominatrix. Richards, whom big Kathy had stolen from his wife and three children, raised
little Kathy. Until she became a Hilton, she always publicly used the Richards name, never
Avanzino. Richards also was the father of Kim and Kyle, whose careers he helped finance. Once
Kim was bringing in a hefty revenue stream from her screen work, big Kathy gave Richards the
heave-ho. As for Fenton, she boasted that she denied him sex throughout their marriage.Big
Kathy could be cruel—physically and emotionally—as a mother and a wife, the no-sex rule being
just a minor bit of torture in the scheme of things. She had a frightening propensity for violent
behavior such as physically abusing people. One eyewitness to, and target of, Paris Hilton’s
maternal grandmother’s anger—a stepdaughter—says she was left “emotionally scarred” from
their hellish relationship.It was at the knee of this oddball of a matriarch that Kathy Hilton learned
the good, the bad, and the ugly and later passed on her mother’s philosophy and values to her
own daughters, Paris and Nicky.BY HER MIDTEENS, little Kathy’s show business career was in
the proverbial toilet. She lacked that elusive magical elixir for a successful run, and her mother’s
dream of making her into a star had all but faded. The kind of media that would rocket Paris
Hilton to international celebrity status—the World Wide Web—sadly didn’t exist back in the
1970s. Moreover, she was thought to be slothful by her stepfather, Ken Richards, who often



complained, “Kathy’s so lazy she won’t get up—all she wants to do is party at night.”Studies
were never Kathy’s cup of tea, either. When she did attend classes, when she wasn’t auditioning
or working, it was at a small, curious private educational institution in the Los Angeles suburb of
Encino—Valley Girl country. California Preparatory School, Cal Prep as it was known, attracted a
mélange of child performers and wannabes, ranging from some of the Michael Jackson clan to
Partridge Family star Danny Bonaduce, who assaulted a transvestite prostitute years later, giving
him the proper credentials for his own reality show in 2005, when Kathy Hilton’s was airing.
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K LO, “Interesting and trashy. I watched Kyle and Kim on Bravo TRHOBH and Kyle talks about
her mom like she was a saint. Read this book and you will learn how trashy and low class the
Hiltons really are.  Stupid gold diggers.”

Sylviastel, “Big Kathy was Rev. Jim Jones Without The Kool Aid!. Paris Hilton's rocket rise to
fame in the early 2000s was no surprise. The author has done quite a job in detailing her
parental background history including the vicious maternal side. The non-fiction account may be
about Paris Hilton but the book details her background and if you're a fan of the Real
Housewives of Beverly Hills, you will better understand Kathy and Kyle Richards, her maternal
aunts and regulars on the reality series.The author Jerry Oppenheimer describes their hellish
existence under Big Kathy's dictatorship. There is even a line that Big Kathy was Jim Jones
without the Kool Aid. Sadly, I wished child services were called to remove all three of her
daughters from her care. Big Kathy was the stage mother from hell and that's an
understatement. Big Kathy, Paris' maternal grandmother, was determined to marry her
daughters off to wealthy men with connections. She insisted on getting them pregnant so the
husbands would have to marry them. Big Kathy sounds like a monster in heels and she was
according to this book. Even now, Kathy, Kim, and Kyle have issues to this day. Big Kathy
pushed her daughters into the brutal entertainment industry. When little Kathy couldn't become a
star, she pushed her into marriage with Rick Hilton, the heir of the hotel empire.You can't entirely
blame Paris for her behavior and actions. Her parents, Rick and Kathy, were no role models for
her and her siblings. I feel bad now that her sister Nicky married into the wealthy Rothschild
family and there was a big fight about Kyle's husband, Mauricio Umansky not invited to the
wedding. Mauricio went into high end real estate agency of his own four years ago and has
become a success outperforming his former brother-in-law Rick Hilton. You have no idea about
Big Kathy's feelings or views of Mauricio, Kyle's second husband, from this book.The maternal
side is more seedier and troubling than the paternal side of the family. While Uncle Nicky Hilton
was a Hollywood playboy, he had died prematurely from alcohol and a drug addiction. Sure, the
book paints both sides under a poor light. I wouldn't compare Jolie Gabor (Mother of Zsa Zsa,
Eva, and Magda) to Big Kathy. Jolie came from a world where women married men in order to
survive in their world. She was a far less evil version of Big Kathy. She only had one
granddaughter, Constance Francesca Hilton, who sadly died at 67 years old. Her half brother
Barron Hilton paid for her cremation and burial at Westwood Memorial Park near her beloved
Aunt Eva Gabor. Sadly, Zsa Zsa is almost 99 years old and probably unaware of her own
daughter's death from a stroke.I wished the author would write a sequel and I would buy it. I was
never a Paris Hilton fan but a Real Housewives of Beverly Hills viewer. I now understand Kyle
and Kim Richards better from their background. According to them, Big Kathy was a beloved
mother but she is anything but according to this book. Big Kathy only cared about herself and



pushing her daughters to marry wealthy and produce children. The three daughters have twelve
children including Paris Hilton. Big Kathy didn't live long enough to see her outdone by Kris
Kardashian Jenner.If you ever wanted to know about Kyle and Kim Richards, this book is a peak
into their disturbing dysfunctional history and background. Perhaps their own children would turn
out better.”

J. Reynolds, “Such a deep dive into the Hilton empire & how it started.. I never knew I wanted to
learn about these people but I was infatuated with all of them in this book.”

Jenny Perleoni, “an excellent piece of work. Could have included more on Kyle Umansky family
dynamics...or maybe there was not enough splayed out drama to be had. Kyle's first marriage
should definitely have been covered. The other two sisters are roasted on the pit, yet this sister
goes unscathed. On the Paternal Roots side, an excellent piece of work. Though, as the author
stated, the greater task was researching the formerly unchronicled Maternal Roots. On that
note, the author accomplished his task in spades. Highly readable for those of us in the guilty
pleasure/ tabloid go-to crowd.”

Mary Copeland, “Great trash!. It starts out with the Paris sex tape and just goes and goes.
FANTASTIC!”

Cassy Christoffel, “Great gossip. I really enjoyed this book for entertainment value, but it also
gave information that isn't widely available. Hard copies of the book are expensive and hard to
come by, so having a digital option for a fair price was great. It gives a lot of background to other
entertainment I enjoy, such as Real Housewives. Highly recommend to anyone who is a fan and
wants something fun to read.”

bargain hunter, “Here are the stories the family doesn't want you to know. The author has done
extensive research to paint a picture of every member of the families. The deep dark secrets are
revealed.  The truth is stranger than fiction and these people are scandalous!”

truthtellerUK, “Crazy eye opening. This book is a must for any Kyle, Kim Kathy or Paris followers.”

Gordy, “Great read. Great read”

Mrs. S. M. Duncan, “review. Love it”

Ebook Tops Reader, “great service all round. great service and product”

The book by Jerry Oppenheimer has a rating of 5 out of 3.9. 199 people have provided
feedback.
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